Hearing on Electoral College Objections

Arunachal Pradesh Kabaddi Association

Date: 03.12.2018

Present

1. Mr. B.N. Chakraborty

A representation dated 25.10.2018 was received in AKFI office from Arunachal Pradesh Kabaddi Association (APKA) sent by Mr. Atangu Jerang, President APKA by post. Hearing on this representation was fixed for today and was communicated to Mr. Atangu on his email. Today Mr. B.N. Chakraborty appeared on behalf of APKA and placed on record his authorisation dated 03.11.2018.

From the representation as well from the submissions made by Mr. B.N. Chakraborty, it transpires that APKA seeks affiliation to AKFI claiming that it is a duly elected body fulfilling all requirements and criteria to seek affiliation to AKFI. Mr. B.N. Chakraborty is unaware as to when elections for the election of Office Bearers of APKA were held but claimed that Mr. Atangu Jerang is President for last 2 years. He is unaware if any Observer from State Olympic Association or from AKFI attended elections for the election of Office Bearers of APKA.

To take scrutiny of these submissions and representation received from APKA, it was advised and directed that photo copies of the entire record of the elections, copy of the registration under The Societies Registration Act and details of the Kabaddi Events organised by APKA in the last two years and any other material relevant to support claim for affiliation with AKFI be sent to AKFI at the earliest.

It was impressed upon Mr. Chakraborty that early response would be appreciated. He assured to convey the same to Arunachal Pradesh Kabaddi Association and do the needful at the earliest. Representation is accordingly disposed of. As and when documents / record referred to above are received from APKA, necessary directions / order will be issued.

Order be communicated to the State Association (APKA) and be uploaded on the website of AKFI.

Justice (Retd.) S.P Garg
Administrator - AKFI